
Topics for 1-22-Provost Chairs Counsel 
Faculty Senate Updates – Carol Faber (President) 8:15-8:20 a.m.  
  
I missed most of Carol’s report I came in when she was mentioning to Be sure you have a good chair to 
work in at home.  
  
Heather Paris (Associate Vice President for Finance and Support Services. Heather gave an overview of 
the New faculty/ and alluded to upcoming department finance workbooks. She requested feedback – 
Joshua Rosenbloom mentioned taking a look and that they had some useful information. The cabinet 
discussed this later in the session. 
  
Dawn Bratsch-Prince – SVPP Office Update 8:40-9:00 a.m. Discussed Annual Evaluations, Emphasized, 
COVID statement is optional, annual evals are going to be challenging this year because of how to 
address Covid impacts, she discussed the tenure legislation bill, and the first amendment syllabus 
statement and free speech related to the tenure bill.  
  
Open Discussion – full Cabinet 9:00-9:20 a.m.  Finance and HR communication was discussed Ruth and 
others mentioned the breakdown in communication between HR and Finance Branches and between 
Grant and other Finance specialists, Concern was expressed that the Workbooks are difficult to use 
because of the new accounting and the often massive number of issues,  the issues department chairs 
face involves needed more local support for these functions. The main idea seemed to be that given 
the enormous number of tasks department chairs have to do its not reasonable that we can also 
monitor all of the departments expenditures. Examples of grants being wrongly charged and the 
financial implications  were mentioned. Having upper level support for extending the periods where 
these issues can be fixed so the controllers office and SPA understand would be useful. The attitude 
that well PIs should just monitor and if they did on a timely basis is not a helpful attitude. Because 
even when they do problems are still arising and PIs also need to be doing the work- post award 
support that helps not just track over spent accounts is needed. 
  
Request for future topics and chair trainings mentioned the utility of having any department chairs 
who are excelling or really doing better under ISD come and share their experiences and techniques 
would be great. 
  
Wrap-up – Caroline Hayes 
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